Abstract We present a new strategy, based on the idea of the meccano method and a novel T-mesh optimization procedure, to construct a T-spline parameterization of 2D geometries for the application of isogeometric analysis. The proposed method only demands a boundary representation of the geometry as input data. The algorithm obtains, as a result, high quality parametric transformation between 2D objects and the parametric domain, the unit square. First, we define a parametric mapping between the input boundary of the object and the boundary of the parametric domain. Then, we build a T-mesh adapted to the geometric singularities of the domain to preserve the features of the object boundary with a desired tolerance. The key of the method lies in defining an isomorphic transformation between the parametric and physical T-mesh finding the optimal position of the interior nodes by applying a new T-mesh untangling and smoothing procedure. Bivariate T-spline representation is calculated by imposing the interpolation conditions on points sited both in the interior and on the boundary of the geometry. The efficacy of the proposed technique is shown in several examples. Also we present some results of the application of isogeometric analysis in a geometry parameterized with this technique.
Introduction
An open problem in the context of isogeometric analysis [1, 2, 7] is how to obtain a spline parameterization of a complex computational domain from the CAD description of its boundary.
Parameterization is suitable for analysis if it does not have self-intersection, i.e., the Jacobian is strictly positive at any point of the computational domain. Moreover, to expect a high accuracy in numerical results, it is necessary to obtain a good quality parameterization. Orthogonality and uniformity of isoparametric curves are desirable for the tensor-product structured parameterization. This task is not trivial and can be very time-consuming. For application of IGA, it is essential to have an effective method to construct T-spline parameterization. In the present work, we investigate this problem for planar geometries.
There are only a few works addressing this problem. In [32] , the parameterization is found by solving a constraint optimization problem for the control points of a planar B-spline surface. Constraints are defined by imposing injectivity sufficient conditions in terms of control points, and the optimization consists in the minimization of some energy functions to reach a good orthogonality and uniformity of the parametric mapping. Another similar technique was proposed by these authors in [33] . They use a harmonic mapping obtained by solving an optimization problem for the control points. Additional term is added to the objective function to improve the quality where needed. The use of harmonic mapping is a common characteristic of several works dealing with 2D and 3D parameterization methods [20, 21, 22] .
In this paper, we propose a different approach where the parameterization is accomplished by transforming isomorphically a T-mesh from the parametric domain into the physical one. The construction of this transformation is mainly based on a simultaneous T-mesh untangling and smoothing procedure.
As far as we know, the only case of performing mesh untangling and smoothing procedure for a T-mesh, to construct T-spline representation of 3D domains, was described in [31, 34] . They remove tangled elements by maximizing the worst Jacobian. Smoothing is performed by moving each node towards the mass center of its neighboring elements.
In our previous works [12, 14] , we constructed the physical T-mesh of the solid using a volumetric parameterization obtained by deforming a tetrahedral mesh of the solid. In general, this approach does not provide an optimal T-mesh quality in the sense of its uniformity and orthogonality. Now, we propose a different approach where the optimization is applied directly to the T-mesh. We use an interpolation scheme to fit a T-spline object to the data instead of an approximation, as other authors do [32, 33] . This performs a more accurate adaptation of the T-spline to the input data.
Our technique is simple and easy to implement. Satisfactory results are obtained with low computational effort for a variety of complex geometries. This paper is organized as follows. In next section, we describe the main steps of the proposed algorithm. In Sect. 3, we explain the process of boundary parameterization and the construction of T-mesh adapted to the singularities of the object boundary. Section 4 describes the simultaneous T-mesh untangling and smoothing procedure that leads to the construction of a high quality T-mesh of the object. The modeling of the geometry by means of bivariate T-splines is developed in Sect. 5. A quality improvement strategy, based on adaptive refinement, is described in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, we illustrate the results of the application of the algorithm to some 2D domains and solve the Poisson equation in one of them using isogeometric analysis with T-splines. Finally, in Sect. 8, we present the conclusions and set out some challenges.
General scheme of the method
In this section, we summarize the proposed method to facilitate its understanding. Some ideas of the method are taken from our previous works on mesh untangling and smoothing and the meccano method [4, 5, 9, 11, 23, 24] , but they have been adapted to the requirements of the present work.
The algorithm includes the following stages:
1. Boundary parameterization and construction of an adapted T-mesh A bijective correspondence between the input boundary of the object and the boundary of the parametric domain is defined. Then, an adapted T-mesh is generated by refining the initial mesh in order to approximate the geometry with a prescribed tolerance. During this process, the boundary nodes of the parametric domain are mapped to the boundary of the object. 2. T-Mesh optimization We relocate the inner nodes of the T-mesh by applying a simultaneous mesh untangling and smoothing procedure. A previous relocation of the inner nodes is accomplished to facilitate this task. 3. Construction of a T-spline representation of the geometry The T-spline parameterization is obtained by imposing interpolation conditions. As interpolation points, we take the vertices of the physical T-mesh obtained after the optimization process and other additional points. 4. Adaptive refinement to improve the mesh quality If the quality of the mesh is not satisfactory, we apply an adaptive refinement to increase the degree of freedom in the areas with high distortion. Then, we return to step 2 and repeat the process until reaching a good T-spline parameterization.
The T-mesh used in this work has a balanced quadtree structure [26] : all refinements are performed by dividing a cell into four equal cells and a procedure of balancing is applied to allow just one hanging node per edge. The input boundary representation is given by a polygonal; however, it could be given by B-spline curves.
A scheme of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . In the next sections, we describe the details of each stage.
Boundary parameterization and construction of an adapted T-mesh
To define a parametric mapping between the input boundary polygonal of the object and the boundary of the parametric domain, the unit square, we have to select four points of the polygonal that will correspond to the four corners of the square. These points divide the input polygonal into four parts that are mapped via chord-length parameterization into its corresponding edge of the square. The selection of the corners must be appropriate. Namely, the corners should be situated in convex areas of the input boundary polygonal, where the inner angle formed by the polygonal in these points is less than 180°. Obviously, the optimal value of this angle is 90°. Besides this, the selection of the four corner points has a significant effect on the parameterization quality, so it is important to find the optimal selection of these points. At present, this selection is carried out by the user. Next, we construct an adapted T-mesh that approximates the input boundary with a pre-defined tolerance . To do that, an approximation error is calculated for each boundary cell and the cell is refined if this error is greater than . A cell refinement produces a new boundary point that is projected over the input boundary polygonal, obtaining a more accurate approximation of the geometry, as illustrated in Fig. 2b . As approximation error, we evaluate the area of the triangles formed by the cell edge in the physical space and each vertex of the input polygonal approximated by this edge. A cell is refined if there is at least one triangle whose area exceeds . The refinement criterion is illustrated in Fig. 2a . Another approximation error criterion can be used, such as the Hausdorff distance between the input boundary polygonal and the cell edge.
Optionally, it is possible to start the boundary refinement and projection procedure with some initial refinement of the parametric domain to guarantee a sufficient number of free nodes in the interior of the geometry. This may facilitate the untangling procedure in complex geometries.
As result of this stage, the position of the boundary nodes in the physical domain is known and the position of the inner nodes will be defined by means of the T-mesh optimization procedure developed in next section. Figure 3a shows an example of the adapted parametric T-mesh constructed in this stage and, Fig. 3b illustrates the resulting tangled T-mesh of the physical domain that will be optimized.
T-mesh optimization
The key of the proposed method lies in the optimization procedure that allows to obtain a high quality physical T-mesh that is used to construct the T-spline representation of the object.
Previous relocation
It is preferable to perform a previous relocation of the inner nodes to reduce the computational effort during the optimization process. In the present work, we have used for this purpose Coons patch [6, 15] to define a surface that interpolates given boundary curves. Let the given boundary curves be called xðn; 0Þ; xðn; 1Þ; xð0; gÞ; xð1; gÞ. The Coons function is defined as xðn; gÞ ¼ ð1 À nÞxð0; gÞ þ nxð1; gÞ þ ð1 À gÞxðn; 0Þ þ gxðn; 1Þ À 1 À n n ½ xð0; 0Þ xð0; 1Þ xð1; 0Þ xð1; 1Þ
This previous relocation procedure facilitates the untangling process, but, in general, does not obtain a satisfactory mesh quality and can produce selfintersections, as shown in Fig. 3c . Therefore, it is essential to apply an effective optimization algorithm.
Objective function
The mesh optimization process is carried out by iterative relocation of each inner node of the mesh in such a way that the new position of the node improves the quality of the local submesh corresponding to this node. A local submesh is the set of all the elements connected with the movable or free node. The local objective function for a free node is based on algebraic shape quality metrics proposed by Knupp [18, 19] for quadrilateral elements. Shape quality metric for a given triangle is defined in terms of the Jacobian matrix of the affine mapping from ideal triangle to the given one. This shape quality metric represents the deviation of the physical triangle from the ideal one. It attains its maximum value, 1, if the triangle is similar to the ideal one, and it equals 0 if the triangle is degenerate. The distortion metric of an element is defined as the inverse of its quality metric. Shape quality metric for a quadrilateral element is based on the set of shape quality metric of its simplicial elements that compose the given quadrilateral. Therefore, to asses the quality of the cells that form the local submesh for a given free node of a T-mesh, we have to decompose each cell into triangles and asses the quality of each triangle. For a T-mesh, this decomposition depends on the type of the free node. There are two types of free node: a regular node and a hanging node. The optimal position of each free node is determined by minimizing a local objective function. We define the objective function as a sum of shape distortion metrics of the triangles of the local submesh. For each triangle of the physical mesh, the corresponding triangle of the parametric mesh is used as its ideal element. Therefore, each cell of the physical mesh tends to have the same shape as its counterpart cell of the parametric mesh. Thus, repeating this procedure for all the inner nodes of the mesh, we achieve the physical mesh of the object as similar to the parametric one as possible. A regular node is surrounded by four cells with equal or different sizes. To perform the mesh improvement, the local submesh is decomposed in 12 triangles, three triangles per cell whose qualities depend on the position of the free node. Figure 4a illustrates this decomposition and Fig. 4c shows the feasible region of the objective function.
In a hanging node case, the free node is surrounded by three cells and the local submesh is decomposed in 11 triangles. The cell in which the node forms a T-junction is decomposed in five triangles whose qualities depend on the position of the free node. Each one of the other two cells is decomposed in three triangles, as was described in the case of a regular node. Figure 4b shows the decomposition of a local submesh for hanging node case and the feasible region of the objective function. Note that, for the ideal case shown in Fig. 4d , the feasible region induced by these 11 triangles is the same as the one obtained after a refinement of the T-junction cell, see Fig. 4c .
To define the objective function, we introduce the following concepts Let T be a triangle whose vertices are given by T . If we choose x 0 as the translation vector, the affine map that takes T R to T is x ¼Au þ x 0 , where A is the Jacobian matrix of the affine map referenced to node x 0 , and expressed as
Let consider that T I is our ideal or target triangle whose vertices are v 0 ; v 1 and v 2 . If we take v 0 ¼ ð0; 0Þ
T , the linear
Þ is its Jacobian matrix. As the parametric and real meshes are topologically identical, each triangle in the physical space has its counterpart in the parametric space.
Affine map that takes T I to T is given by x ¼ AW À1 v þ x 0 , and its Jacobian matrix is S = AW -1 . Note that this weighted matrix S depends on the node chosen as reference, so this node must be the same for T and T I . Quality metrics of the triangle T can be defined in from this quality metric. Thus, let x ¼ x; y ð Þ T be the position of the free node, and let S m be the weighted Jacobian matrix of the mth triangle connected to this free node. We define the objective function of x, associated with an mth triangle as
The local objective function used for mesh quality improvement is defined by means of the inverse of mean ratio quality metric of each triangle of the local submesh. The function to be minimized is given by
where M is the number of triangles in the local submesh. Objective function defined by Eq. 2 is appropriate to improve the quality of a valid mesh, but it does not work properly when there are inverted elements [16, 17] . In previous works [9, 13] , we have used a modified objective function K * , where the untangling and smoothing are carried out in the same stage. This modified objective function K * does not have singularities, it works as the original function K for the valid elements and tends to untangle the inverted and degenerate ones. This objective function is defined as
where hðrÞ ¼
* is smooth in R 2 , so the unconstrained optimization problem can be easily solved with any standard method (see for example [8] ).
In case of a conformal local submesh, the result obtained by minimizing the objective function K * is, when possible, an orthogonal submesh, as shown in Fig. 5a . However, not satisfactory result is obtained for a nonconformal submesh. In this case, two special situations can appear: a regular node surrounded by cells of different scales and a hanging node. In these situations, a variation in the position of the free node does not affect in the same way the quality of the triangles of the local submesh. The objective function tends to form triangles as similar as possible to the reference ones, but the influence of the smaller cells is greater than the bigger ones. For example, in Fig. 5b , it can be seen how the free node is moved toward the small cell and, therefore, the resulting mesh is not orthogonal. This problem is solved by a modification of the objective function K * , namely multiplying the terms of the objective function by appropriate weights.
Weighted objective function
The terms of the objective function K * can be grouped according to the belonging to each cell of the local submesh. Each group is multiplied by an appropriate weight to avoid the problems mentioned in Sect. 4.2.
For a regular node, the weighted objective function is
where each summation is the group associated with each cell and s i is the applied weight. This weight is equal to the scale factor of the cell in the parametric space. We assume that the smallest cells in the local submesh have scale factor s = 1 and the other cells can have scale factor s = 2 or s = 4, as illustrated in Fig. 6a . Figure 5c shows the resulting orthogonal mesh when these weights are applied. A hanging node is surrounded by three cells as it was mentioned above. In this case, the weighted objective functions is
Hanging node is a more particular case because its local submesh is decomposed in different types of triangles. To guarantee the orthogonality in the local submesh after optimization, we have determined that the weights are s Fig. 6b .
The election of these weights is justified in ''Appendix''.
Construction of a T-spline representation of the geometry
In this section, we describe the construction of T-spline representation for 2D geometries. We have to obtain a global one-to-one parametric transformation that maps the parametric domain into the physical domain S :X ¼ ½0; 1 2 ! X, see Fig. 7 .
We start with a brief summary of the main concepts about B-splines and T-splines.
B-spline basis functions
A set of B-spline basis functions N i;p ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ of degree p, inferred from a knot vector N ¼ fn 1 ; n 2 ; . . .; n nþpþ1 g, is defined by the Cox-de Boor recursion formula:
A
Bivariate B-splines are defined as a tensor product of two univariate B-spline functions: ¼ f1; 2; . . .; n 1 gÂ f1; 2; . . .; n 2 g.
B-spline surface is defined as lineal combination of bivariate B-spline functions
where P i 2 R 3 are the control points. In our case, P i 2 R 2 , so SðnÞ describes a planar domain.
For more details about B-splines and NURBS, see [25] .
T-splines
To define T-spline basis functions of degree 3 over a given T-mesh in 2D, a local knot vector for both parametric directions should be assigned to each basis function R a :
These knot vectors are inferred by traversing T-mesh edges. This basis function is associated with the central knot ðn a 3 ; g a 3 Þ that is called anchor. As we are using open knot vector structure, there are some blending functions that have the same anchor. The T-spline blending functions that we use in this work are rational B-spline functions defined as
being N a n ð Þ ¼ N 1 a n ð ÞN 2 a g ð Þ the bivariate B-spline function defined over its local knot vectors N a ¼ N a ; H a f g, and A is the index set of the basis spanned by T-mesh.
A detailed report about T-splines and their relationship with isogeometric analysis can be found in [2] .
Interpolation
We build bivariate T-spline surface representation of our physical domain as lineal combination of T-spline blending functions
where P a 2 R 2 is the control point corresponding to the ath blending function.
Control points P a are found by imposing interpolation conditions. Assuming that the set of blending functions are linearly independent, we need as many interpolation points as blending functions. As interpolation points, first of all, we use the anchors of the blending functions. Each anchor coincides with a T-mesh vertex, n v a , and its position in the physical space, x v a , was determined by the mesh optimization process.
According to the strategy adopted in the Sect. 5.2 that leads to an open knot vector structure along the boundary of the mesh, the total number of blending functions is greater than the number of vertices of the T-mesh. Therefore, we have to take additional interpolation points. These additional points are associated with functions whose knot vectors N a or H a contain exactly three repeated knots. We assign to each of these functions an interpolation point approximately sited where the function attains its maximum. The positions of these interpolation points in parametric and physical spaces are shown in Fig. 8a . For each additional interpolation point n a , its position in the physical space, x a , should be defined. The interpolation points n e a , situated at the mid point of an edge of the parametric mesh, are mapped to the mid point of the same edge of the physical T-mesh. The positions in the physical space of the four interpolation points n c a situated in the center of the corner cells of the parametric mesh are determined by optimizing the local submesh formed after a fictitious quadtree partition of these cells.
Finally, we solve the linear system of equations
where n b are interpolation points in parametric space and x b are their images in the physical space. The linear independence of the blending functions has become evident in all the applications considered until now, as the resolution of Eq. 8 is only possible if the blending functions are linearly independent.
6 Adaptive refinement to improve the mesh quality
Mean ratio Jacobian
Our objective is to get high-quality geometry parameterization suitable for isogeometric analysis. The parametric T-spline mapping of Eq. 7 is suitable for analysis if it has positive Jacobian in all the domain. High distortion of the Fig. 8 Interpolation points in parametric and physical domains. a Parametric domain, n v -vertices of the mesh, n e -additional interpolation points situated on the edges of the mesh, n c -additional points situated in the four corner cells; b interpolation points in physical domain Fig. 9 Mean ratio Jacobian. a A quality metric of the parametric mapping S at any point P 0 in terms of the mean ratio of the triangle P 
. b
Comparison between the mean ratio Jacobian and the scaled Jacobian geometry can produce a large variation of the Jacobian that can lead to a poor accuracy in the numerical results. Therefore, a good uniformity and orthogonality of the isoparametric curves are desired for the parametric mapping S. A high quality of the optimized T-mesh is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a high quality of the T-spline mapping. It can happen that the Jacobian of the spline parameterization takes negative values even if all the cells of the T-mesh are valid. To assess the quality of the constructed parametric transformation, we analyze the mean ratio Jacobian, given by
where J is the Jacobian matrix of the mapping S at the point n ¼ ðn; gÞ and kJk is its Frobenius norm. The value of the mean ratio Jacobian at any point P 0 of the parametric domain is a shape quality metric for the infinitesimal triangle formed by two isoparametric curves of the physical domain passing through the point P 0 0 ¼ SðP 0 Þ, as illustrated in Fig. 9a . In contrast to the scaled Jacobian that represents a quality of the mapping S in the sense of the orthogonality of its isoparametric curves, the mean ratio Jacobian represents both: a quality of the mapping in the sense of the orthogonality and uniformity of its isoparametric curves. Figure 9b shows the comparison between the scaled Jacobian and the mean ratio Jacobian. Scaled Jacobian attains its maximum value 1 at the given point if the mapping conserves orthogonality of the isoparametric curves. Mean ratio Jacobian is equal 1 at the point P 0 if the mapping conserves orthogonality and produces the same length distortion in both parametric directions, i.e., the mapping is conformal at this point.
It is easy to see that 8n : 0 jJ r ðnÞj jJ s ðnÞj 1, where
kS n kkS g k is scaled Jacobian.
Adaptive refinement
Parameterization of complex geometries entails a severe distortion that can lead to appearance of low quality cells, even cells with negative Jacobian. This can be explained by the lack of degrees of freedom provided by the inner nodes.
To improve the mesh quality in this case, we propose an adaptive strategy that refines all the cells with low quality. A similar idea was implemented for tetrahedral meshes in [10] .
We proceed as follows. For each cell of the mesh, the mean ratio Jacobian is calculated at Gauss quadrature points. We use 16 = 4 9 4 quadrature points per cell. A cellX e is marked to refine if, at least, one of its quadrature points has mean ratio Jacobian less than a certain threshold d. The refined T-mesh is optimized again and the process is repeated until a satisfactory mesh quality is obtained. Figure 10 illustrates the efficacy of the proposed strategy.
Additional refinements were applied to Gran Canaria Island domain with d = 0.2. The initial mesh with 3,439 cells produces a T-spline parametric mapping with low quality in some areas and negative Jacobian in the North East part of the island. After adaptive refinement we have a mesh with 3,577 cells and positive Jacobian in all the domains. Moreover, the minimum value of mean ratio Jacobian at the quadrature points is 0.21.
Results and applications

Geometric modeling results
The proposed algorithm was tested on several 2D domains. For all of them, we have obtained parametric mappings of high quality suitable for isogeometric analysis. In this section, we present some results of the application of the method. Figure 11 shows the resulting T-spline representation of the Spot test model and the color map of the mean ratio Jacobian, represented in parametric and physical domains. As it was described in Sect. 6, we have analyzed the quality of the parametric mapping by evaluating the mean ratio Jacobian at the quadrature points of each cell. In this case, no adaptive refinement was necessary. Figure 12 shows statistics data about the behavior of the mean ratio Jacobian corresponding to the Spot test model. Figure 13 shows the physical T-mesh, the T-spline representation and the color map of the mean ratio Jacobian of the Gran Canaria Island geometry presented in previous section. We have constructed the adapted T-mesh starting from an initial uniform 8 9 8 mesh. Adaptive refinements were applied to improve the mesh quality in some areas with high distortion. In particular, three iterations were necessary to obtain a parametric mapping with mean ratio Jacobian greater than d = 0.2 in all quadrature points.
Another example is shown in Fig. 14 . In this case, one adaptive refinement was necessary to reach a mean ratio Jacobian greater than d = 0.15 in all quadrature points.
Application to isogeometric analysis
In this section, we solve the Poisson equation in the Spot domain with Dirichlet boundary conditions using isogeometric analysis with T-splines. Let us consider the problem
Its variational formulation consists in finding u 2 V g ðXÞ such that Let T be a T-mesh of X. We proceed as in Sect. 5 to define blending functions R a over T. To impose the boundary conditions, we repeat knots at the boundary to form an open knot vector structure. Let V T ðXÞ be the finite dimensional space spanned by the T-splines associated with T, and V g T ;T ðXÞ be the subspace of functions of V T ðXÞ that are equal to g T at the boundary, where g T is an interpolant of g.
The isogeometric approximation u h 2 V g T ;T ðXÞ is defined by
We propose an adaptive algorithm based on a posteriori error indicator to improve the quality of the numerical solution. The initial T-mesh, T 0 , is provided by the geometry representation. Then, the T-mesh is refined according to a simple residual-type error estimator given by 
where X e ¼ SX e is the image of the cellX e of the parametric space and h is the diameter of X e . The estimator is jump free because of the smoothness of the isogeometric approximation (compare with FEM case [29] ). A cellX e is marked to be refined if gðX e Þ [ c max i gðX i Þ f g, being c 2 ½0; 1. This refined T-mesh is used to span a new solution approximator space V T ðXÞ. To minimize the computational cost, we do not change the parametric transformation for the geometry of the problem, although isoparametric concept is not conserved for the refined mesh.
To carry out the numerical simulation for the problem given by Eq. 10, we have used the Spot domain shown in Fig. 11 . The source term f is chosen such that the exact solution is a gaussian function: uðx; yÞ ¼ exp À10 3 ððx À 0:6Þ 2 þ ðy À 0:35Þ 2 Þ h i : Figure 15 shows the initial mesh and some of the refined meshes with their corresponding numerical solutions. It can be observed that the proposed adaptive strategy obtains a more accurate approximation of the exact solution. Figure 16 illustrates the evolution of the numerical solution across a section of the parametric domain. Note that, after two refinement steps, the difference between the numerical and exact solution cannot be appreciated in Fig. 16 . Since our refinement strategy does not generate nested approximation spaces, a monotone convergence is not guaranteed, as can be seen in Fig. 17 . Although we do not have a theorical framework to justify the estimator gðXÞ, we remark that numerically its behaviour is satisfactory: it seems to be equivalent to the error H 1 , see Fig. 17 . Others refinement strategies could be implemented to generate nested approximation spaces, as analysis-suitable T-splines [28] and hierarchical refinement [3, 27, 30] .
Conclusions and challenges
We have proposed a new effective technique for obtaining a single T-spline parameterization of 2D geometries for the application of isogeometric analysis. A new T-mesh untangling and smoothing procedure has been applied to define an isomorphic transformation between parametric and physical T-meshes. Presented technique is simple and easy to implement. The algorithm has been tested in several 2D geometries and, for all of them, we have obtained a high-quality parametric transformation between the object and the parametric domain. To assess the quality of the parametric mapping, we evaluate its mean ratio Jacobian. Thereby, we detect the areas with low quality and perform an adaptive refinement to increase the degree of freedom in the areas with high distortion. This strategy allows to obtain a parameterization suitable for analysis with no negative Jacobian, even for complex geometries. Also, we have solved the Poisson equation using isogeometric analysis in a domain parameterized with our technique. All the geometries presented in this work have been parameterized with the unit square. As a next step, we plan to overcome this limitation and to develop an algorithm to parameterize a 2D object with more complex polygon-type parametric domain that fits better the geometry. That would allow to parameterize geometries with holes as well. Also, in future research we expect to extend the presented method to 3D.
If we consider that x 0 ¼ ðx 0 ; y 0 Þ is the optimal position of the free node, then
o y g i ðx 0 ; y 0 Þ ¼ 0:
Let us suppose that, for the conformal case (see Fig.  18a ), the matrix A i is given by
Let us consider now the non-conformal case (Fig. 18b) , where each triangle " T i is a scaled version of the triangle T i when the free node is sited in its optimal position x 0 . That is, the triangle T i is transformed into " T i by means of the affine mapping "
gð " S i ðxÞÞ; where
In general, the optimal position obtained by minimizing " K is different from the one obtained by minimizing K. The goal is to modify the objective function " K to the optimal position of the free node be the same as in the conformal case, as illustrated in Fig. 18 .
The matrix " A i ðxÞ is such that " A i ðx 0 Þ ¼ s i A i ðx 0 Þ, where s i is the scale factor for the triangle " T i . Let us consider the following transformation of the matrix " A i ðxÞ: So we have that (x 0 ,y 0 ) is the minimum for the weighted objective function defined as " K s ðx; yÞ ¼ P M i¼1 s i " g i ðx; yÞ: This result is valid for a local submesh formed by any number of triangles and for any algebraic scale-invariant quality metric.
Applying the result to a T-mesh (see Fig. 19 ), and taking into account that all triangles of a cell have the same scale factor, we have that the weighted objective function " K s is Note that for our quadtree-structured balanced T-mesh all possible scale factors for a free node have relation 1:2:4.
Thus, the definition of the weighted objective function given by Eq. 4 is justified, where the weights s 1 , s 2 , s 3 and s 4 take values 1, 2 or 4.
Hanging node case
To determine the weights of the objective function for the hanging node case, we pose the following problem. For the given physical local submesh, as shown in Fig. 20a , we have to find the appropriate weights s 1 and s 2 such that the optimal position of free node, according to the weighted objective function K s , will produce an orthogonal local mesh, as shown in Fig. 20b . To do that, we evaluate the derivatives of the objective function K s and force these derivatives to be equal to zero at (x 0 ,y 0 ). Objective function K s is defined as The derivative at (x 0 ,y 0 ) with respect to y is equal to zero due to the symmetry of the problem, and the derivative with respect to x is given by o x gðx 0 ; y 0 Þ ¼ It should be pointed out that the case of hanging node is a bit specific and its treatment is not completely analogous to the treatment of the regular node case. 
